
GORDONS BAY TEAM CHASE Sunday 16  th   October 2016

TEAMS |  Each team shall consist of a maximum of four horses and riders and at least three horses 
and riders shall complete the course successfully for that team to finish. The clock will start when the 
first rider leaves the box, clock is stopped when the thrid rider passes through the finish line. Each 
team will have a Captain who will ride first and lead the team, all teams are to have names which will 
be recorded at entries desk.

• Pre- Novice Class will be run against a bogey/optimum time. 
• Novice Class will be against the clock (fastest time).

AGE RESTRICTIONS | Novice class riders must be a minimum of 16 years old,  pre-novice 
class is open to all ages.

RIDER FALLS| The competitor is immediately eliminated and must retire. If the 
competitor does continue on the course following a fall their team will be 
eliminated .  Please do not re-mount  immediately return to the warm up area-  your team may still
finish if they have 3 riders through the finish line.

REFUSALS|   Riders must attempt the jump at least 3 times 
after a third refusal/run out the rider may by-pass the jump and continue on without penalty,   failure 
by a rider to attempt the jump 3 times will lead to the team being eliminated.  

EXCHANGING HORSES| No rider may exchange horses once a team has started .
 
Horses may jump side by side where jump is wide enough to allow whilst still remaining inside the 
flags.

JUMPING ORDER | Competitors must jump the fences in numerical order and leave red flags 
on their right and white flags on their left. Any competitor who misses a fence must either return and 
jump that fence and subsequent fences in the correct order or shall be eliminated and must retire from 
the course. 

Body Protectors & Skull Caps are mandatory for all riders, fixed peak 
hats will not be permitted.    Any rider without jockey skull cap & body 
protector will not be permitted to ride.

Please obey the fence stewards- There will be several fence stewards appointed by event organiser 
whose decision in respect of these rules and of discipline shall be final,  fence Stewards  on the course 
will have authority to stop any competitor continuing on an exhausted horse or ill treating their horse. 
If they are not obeyed the whole team may be eliminated. 

Horses/Ponies may start a maximum of twice on the day.  Riders may ride as many times or on as 
many teams as they wish. 

NUMBER BIBS | All riders to bring their own number bib,  medical armbands are also 
recommended although not compulsary.

ENQUIRIES| Ryan on 083 166201   e-mail gordonsbayequestrian@gmail.com


